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In a rush? Dial Livelinks' number and get a 1-hour of free chatline service.


Once your free trial is over, you may want to consider upgrading to a minute package.




866-837-6102

Toll-free number
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Concours Agricole is a French company that provides phone line platforms, also known as chatlines, to help introverted individuals socialize and connect with others. Despite our French roots, our services are available in North and South America, as well as the United Kingdom.

Perks of Chatlines

Since their launch in 1989, chatlines have gained popularity and evolved to offer new functions and security measures. Some of the current benefits of using chatlines include:

	Personal information and conversations are not stored.
	Live conversations do not involve mediators or moderators.
	Many chatlines offer free minute packages to new customers.
	Discretion and privacy are a priority for most chatlines.
	Chatlines operate nonstop, 24/7, to accept incoming callers.
	Chatlines offer multiple industry-standard and exclusive features.


Languages Availability on Chatlines

Most chatlines have an English platform interface by default, but you can switch to Spanish after creating an account. Some chatlines also offer Russian, Italian, and Chinese interfaces for their callers. Don’t worry if you prefer a language other than English – you can filter callers based on language preferences and still use an English chat line.

Percentage of callers by language preference:

	English: 82%
	Spanish: 8%
	Russian: 4%
	Italian: 2%
	Chinese: 2%
	Others: 2%


It’s important to note that these percentages are taken from the seven most popular chatline companies and may vary daily depending on holidays and other factors.

How to Prepare for the First Phone Conversation
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Feeling nervous about your first phone conversation is normal, especially if you’re a first-timer. To help you enjoy your first conversation and potentially connect with the person on the other line, here are some tips:

	Write down some questions that you would like to talk about.
	Record a profile that mentions your topic preferences.
	Avoid asking personal or controversial questions before discovering what the other person is into.
	Aim to make the first conversation as friendly and smooth as possible.


Chatline Restrictions
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The ultimate goal of chatlines is to connect people with similar interests and help them engage in meaningful conversations. To achieve this goal, chatlines have certain restrictions in place, which include:

	Mentioning a topic of interest on your profile.
	Avoiding asking for identifiable information.
	Maintaining a respectful tone on your profile and during conversations with other users.
	Only reporting other users if they have violated the chatline’s rules or engaged in inappropriate behavior.


How Chatlines Match Users
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Chatlines use artificial intelligence to determine callers’ preferences based on their profile settings and account status, helping them find compatible phone dates. Once a match is made, it will not be presented again unless the user saves it as a favorite.

Chatlines sort matches according to the following criteria:

	Profile settings: Chatlines read users’ preferences from their profile settings. By default, new accounts have a sexual orientation set as “heterosexual,” and the local match filter enabled.
	Location: Chatlines use callers’ phone number area codes to determine their location and potential local matches.
	Account activity: Chatlines match accounts based on their activity level. Accounts with similar levels of activity are more likely to be matched.


It’s noteworthy that accounts with multiple reports receive fewer matches than those without reports.

Types of Chatlines
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Here are the four most popular chatline categories with the majority of callers:

Erotic/Phone-Sex chatlines: These phone sex chatlines are for adult and sexually explicit conversations. The most popular ones for erotic conversations are:

	RedHot Dateline.
	PhoneSexNumbers.
	Tango chatline.


Spanish chatlines: These chatlines provide callers with the option to converse in Spanish. The most popular ones for Spanish conversations are:

	Fonochat.
	PhoneChatLines.
	Two Talkers chatline.


Casual chatlines: These chatlines are for simple and informal conversations. The most popular ones for casual conversations are:

	Livelinks.
	Chatline Dating.
	Vibeline chatline.


Gay chatlines: These gay chatlines are for same-sex conversations. The most popular ones for gay conversations are:

	GuySpy Voice.
	PSN Gay Line.
	Megamates.


Apart from these four chatline categories, there are also chatlines for specific groups with fewer callers and activity, like African American, Lesbian, Asian, and Russian chatlines.

Chatlines with Free Trial Offers
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Looking to try out some chatlines without committing to a subscription? We’ve gathered the best free trial offers on chatlines that offer a top-notch experience and service:

Livelinks
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	Ideal for: Easygoing conversations.
	Free Trial Offer: One-hour trial for new members.
	Availability: Anytime and any day access.
	Free Trial Phone Number Access: 866 837-6102.


PhoneChatLines
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	Ideal for: Laid-back conversations.
	Free Trial Offer: Thirty-minute trial for new members.
	Availability: Anytime and any day access.
	Free Trial Phone Number Access: 888-318-1446.


TwoTalkers
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	Ideal for: Laid-back conversations.
	Free Trial Offer: Twenty-minute trial for new members.
	Availability: Anytime and any day access.
	Free Trial Phone Number Access: 800 963-7792.


GuySpy Voice
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	Ideal for: Gay men conversations.
	Free Trial Offer: One-hour trial for new members.
	Availability: Anytime and any day access.
	Free Trial Phone Number Access: 866 520-3696.


Remember, there are different chatline options available throughout Concours Agricole, but these are the most popular free trial offers that every new caller tries. Give them a go and see which one suits you best!
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No matter who you are, you'll find someone to talk to on our lines.



Before Calling

Before jumping onto the lines it's important to:

	Ensure that your phone is fully charged before jumping on the lines.
	Make sure your microphone is working properly before you start your conversation.
	Ensure that your account has enough minutes to enjoy at least 10-20 minutes of uninterrupted conversation.
	Prepare a cheat sheet to refer to in case you run out of topics to talk about.
	Ensure that you are in a distraction-free environment before starting your conversation.
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Did you know that Individuals who are facing social difficulties or struggling to socialize often use chatlines as a means to connect with others and improve their social skills and situation?
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